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Background

Technology has long outpaced attempts to govern it. Facial recognition technology (FRT) is no different. In a world saturated with sensors, a projected 6 billion people with access to the Internet will generate between 80 zettabytes and 90 zettabytes of data worldwide by 2025. In four years, approximately 80 billion devices will be connected to the Web, creating profuse surveillance opportunities. Nearly every facet of the daily life of an individual is already logged and captured—wittingly and unwittingly—by the sensors and digital applications in the new information environment.

And the barriers to entry are becoming lower and lower. In April 2019, The New York Times built a facial recognition “machine”—on the back of Amazon’s commercial facial recognition service—that detected more than 2,750 faces in a nine-hour period, in a single park in the New York City borough of Manhattan alone, for approximately $60.

Federal and state government agencies—particularly law enforcement—have wasted no time harnessing this potential. From 2011 to 2019, an internal FBI unit that provides facial recognition capabilities facilitated 390,186 searches of 153,636 photos. A 2021 Government Accountability Office report indicated that 20 out of 42 federal agencies that employ law enforcement officers own or use FRT systems.

The expansion of such use will continue as a stated public safety imperative. Specifically, FRT is currently used for entry at borders (Global Entry), Transportation Security Administration checkpoints (CLEAR), and more than 20 sports stadiums. Certain applications are legitimate: Success stories include the detection of Maryland’s Capital Gazette shooter in 2018 and the detention of at least three individuals using false passports at Dulles International Airport in the Washington, DC, area that same year.

But the potential for abuse by agents of the state is high. Risks include: false positives generated by inaccurate algorithms, data security vulnerabilities to hacks and leaks, curtailment of civil liberties and
individual privacy, the outsourcing of surveillance to unaccountable private companies, and the potential integration of facial recognition data with other personally identifiable information through the expansion of mass surveillance.

**Technical Challenges and False Positives**

FRT development is beset with technical challenges. These systems repeatedly misidentify minorities, deliver high false-positive rates, and evince algorithmic bias. In 2020, a test by the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) revealed higher false positive rates for African American females among existing facial recognition algorithms. The same test also discovered higher false match rates for Asian and African American faces relative to images of Caucasians. An earlier NIST test revealed that these systems misidentify African Americans at rates five to 10 times higher than white individuals. As such, an over-reliance on imperfect technology can lead to wrongful scrutiny and potential violations of individual liberties.

**Data Security**

Extensive use of FRT systems makes data security risks—vulnerability to hacks and leaks—of heightened concern due to the immutable nature of biometrics. In 2019, Department of Homeland Security subcontractor Perceptics was subject to a “malicious cyber attack,” which compromised approximately 184,000 traveler images from the Customs and Border Patrol’s facial recognition pilot program. At least 19 of these images were posted to the dark web. In the United Kingdom in 2019, hackers exploited a biometric security firm Suprema’s tool Biostar 2, spilling facial recognition data and other biometric data into the open. Surveillance start-up Clearview AI, with its more than 2,400 law enforcement partners, also admitted in February 2021 that its client list was hacked.

**Civil Liberties and Individual Privacy**

Regarding individual liberties, the FBI is leading the way in the use of FRT for domestic surveillance through its Facial Analysis, Comparison, and Evaluation (FACE) Services Unit and the Next Generation Identification–Interstate Photo System (NGI-IPS). Such pervasive use raises questions over undue privacy infringements. In just one example, an FBI special agent used a facial comparison tool to scan a suspect’s girlfriend’s social media accounts which led to the suspect’s arrest in connection with the January 6th event at the Capitol over three months later. To expand the hunt for American citizens in the Capitol on January 6th, local law enforcement ran 129 facial recognition searches through Miami’s police team alone in response to the FBI’s call for investigative leads in early January. The private company employed by these Miami police, Clearview AI provides the ability to sift through its 3 billion image database scraped from social media sites and other corners of the Internet. On January 7th, Clearview AI saw their searches increase 26 percent.

**Outsourcing Surveillance and the Fourth Amendment**

Reports that the Biden Administration intends to expand its outsourcing of domestic surveillance to private companies and contractors unencumbered by constitutional strictures are also troubling. Although government entities like the Department of Homeland Security have long used firms like social media aggregator Babel Street to identify patterns in publicly available information, a renewed push to “make use of outside expertise” for domestic spying portends potential Fourth Amendment violations. Further, scandals such as IBM’s 2019 use of millions of photos from unwitting citizens on the photo hosting site Flickr should not engender public trust in this type of data collection by private companies. After a challenge from the American Civil Liberties Union (ACLU), even Twitter and Facebook cut off social media monitoring start-up Geofeedia’s access to their products in 2016 due to its invasive practices.

**Mass Surveillance**

Such impulses to expand and outsource domestic surveillance can lead to more pervasive methods of monitoring by law enforcement. Multiple data sources can be aggregated and synchronized to allow governments to look for patterns in citizen’s behavior, and even potentially identify political dissidents. Now, faster networks with lower latency like 5G provide quick transmission and higher throughput to handle increased data flows. More compute power and compute options, such as cloud or edge computing, to sort and process the data are advancing in concert. Developments in machine
learning and sophisticated analytics that extract value from data are also growing exponentially. These improvements fit together in mutually reinforcing ways. Smart city initiatives may eventually combine these developments into regional panopticons that monitor citizens at the municipal level.

Indeed, the United States is currently testing plans for the basic building blocks of large-scale surveillance. Before the initiative was abandoned under public pressure in 2021, the City of Baltimore announced the deployment of a pilot program for wide-area motion imagery in December 2019, which would provide nearly 90 percent coverage of the city with three aircraft flying simultaneously. Baltimore Police Commissioner Michael Harrison claimed Baltimore would be “the first American city to use this technology in an attempt to solve and deter violent crime.” Similarly, predictive policing, or the use of large data sets to predict and attempt to prevent crime “upstream” of its execution, is used in dozens of American cities via the California-based company PredPol.

Even municipalities without a law enforcement remit in the United States are getting in on the game, using the COVID-19 pandemic as a justification for the deployment of expanded surveillance measures. In early 2021, Peachtree Corners, Georgia, became the first U.S. city to use AI-driven “smart” cameras to monitor social distancing and use of masks.

Technical issues, hard cyber vulnerabilities, and the impulse to expand surveillance notwithstanding, FRT systems—especially live systems—are easily abused for political aims (e.g., to monitor political dissenters at rallies or individuals based on their ethnic makeup).

This political targeting using FRT is already demonstrable worldwide. Facial recognition surveyed the path for ethnic targeting in the western region of Xinjiang by Chinese authorities, where 1.5 million Uighers are imprisoned in reeducation camps, often through the use of FRT systems. In Hong Kong, democratic protesters fearing a Chinese-style surveillance state cover their faces and use lasers to thwart monitoring by police. In Russia, officials reportedly used FRT to identify and arrest dissidents, including journalists, professors, and photographers, at April 2021 protests in support of the now-detained Russian opposition leader Alexei Navalny.

While authoritarian powers like China are at the bleeding edge of using FRT for internal control, the demonstrated inclination by governments to expand these powers in democratic nations renders the slope a slippery one. Right now, the United States’ system offers guardrails against such use in the form of sufficient rule of law protections, openness, a free press, independent judiciary, and engaged citizenry. For example, a wave of grassroots bans against the use of facial recognition by government entities materialized in 2019 and 2020. As of January 2020, 10 state legislatures introduced bills to limit, study, or generally increase transparency surrounding the use of facial recognition. Cities in California like Oakland and San Francisco, as well as Massachusetts municipalities like Brookline, Somerville, and Cambridge have enacted bans on the use of facial recognition technology by local law enforcement and city officials. And as of early 2020, Indiana, Maryland, Michigan, New Hampshire, New Jersey, South Carolina, and Washington were considering varying forms of restrictions and regulation. The ACLU is suing Clearview AI, and its Illinois arm filed a 2018 lawsuit against the Chicago Police Department to publicize its use of social media monitoring software.

However, trends are foreboding. The United States nearly matches China in its surveillance coverage, with one camera for every 4.6 people, compared to China’s one for 4.1 individuals. Other Western democracies are expanding their use of surveillance technologies with an eye toward harnessing the latest tech developments. In January 2020, the United Kingdom’s Metropolitan Police force announced it would use Live Facial Recognition to immediately identify potential suspects in real time, employing technology in areas “where intelligence suggests [they] are most likely to locate serious offenders.”

Combined with near-historic low levels of public trust in the U.S. government to do “what is right,” the unfettered deployment of these technologies by
government entities will continue to strain the health of the body politic without immediate and genuine safeguards.\textsuperscript{34}

**The Way Forward**

To further distance itself from such practices and mitigate abuse, programmers in the United States should design with privacy in mind and continue to improve face recognition algorithms in order to mitigate false positives and increase accuracy. \textit{We must take the time to get it right.}

To govern these technologies, U.S. lawmakers should incentivize transparency and openness, including data security and privacy protection laws that standardize collection, retention, and sharing of user data. The debate over public safety and privacy trade-offs in our republic provides an opportunity for the United States to articulate the right way to embed technology with privacy protections from the outset, in addition to maintaining a strong system of checks and balances to redress privacy infringements that do occur.

To constrain abuse and bound expansion by government agencies, a secure and privacy-protecting framework for the use of digital data obtained by FRT is requisite. To do so, Congress should:

Establish a federal data protection framework with appropriate standards and oversight for how U.S. user data is collected, stored, and shared by government entities—federal, state, and local—that use FRT. This framework should incentivize consistent, open, and transparent data practices by all law enforcement agencies. The initial focus of the effort should:

- Establish clear policies on data retention, such as time limits and the prohibition of infinite data storage.
- Categorize biometric data as “sensitive data” with additional protections, including limited interoperability to compartmentalize access between state and local law enforcement and federal entities, as well as between individual law enforcement bodies.

Similar measures should be taken to stymie data integration practices with other government-collected, shared, stored, transferred or purchased biometric data to prevent mass surveillance.

**Ensure any U.S. identity management system used by government actors is secure and reliable, based on proper standards and measurements, and in accordance with NIST guidelines.**\textsuperscript{35}

- Mandate built-in data privacy protections for U.S. identity management systems. This “privacy by design” concept builds in safeguards for users in the design phase of technology development. This can be done by utilizing new methods of encryption and/or differential privacy, decentralized models of data storage, or federated models of machine learning for these systems.\textsuperscript{36}
- Test and evaluate specific algorithms used by these entities on an annual basis to mitigate false positives and help increase accuracy.\textsuperscript{37}
- Consider recommendations that require NIST to share false-positive rates for minority groups when using one-to-many algorithms and when one photo is compared to many photos to identify a potential lead, as recommended by Heritage Foundation Visiting Fellow Brian E. Finch.\textsuperscript{38}

**Enforce data protection inspections and oversight among all parties.**\textsuperscript{39}

**Update current timelines for publishing and updating all federal agencies’ Privacy Impact Assessments and System of Records Notices to require dissemination every six months of program use.** Submit efficacy reports on the use of FRT systems by government entities and results (e.g., wrongful arrest rates and generation of investigative lead that led to successful prosecution, etc.)
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